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Review 2004-2008 Issue 1.1 
1.0  Overview 
 
1.1 Glasgow used to have over thirty running tracks.  In 1996 there were 26.  

Today there are fifteen.  Nine (Maryhill Park, Knightswood, Lochinch, 
Bracknee, Fernhill, Budhill, Cathcart, University of Strathclyde’s and 
Cathkin Park) of these have not been used for decades in some cases 
longer than a generation. 

 
1.2 From my perspective as a classroom teacher in Glasgow, teens need 

more activities to do after school.  I fear if I were one of the 300 000+ 
students in Scottish High Schools today, I’d probably end up going down 
the wrong road.  So, I started a charity called ASAP (After Schools 
Activities Programme) so create the best after school activities programme 
on the planet.   
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2.0  Pre-ASAP 
 
2.1 While teaching in Easterhouse I noticed 

that the majority of the participants in the 
Glasgow School Athletics final were from 
the independent school as illustrated 
(right).  The graph shows that the 
independent schools had between 24-88 
participants in the finals.  This is not 
proportionate to the ratio of those who 
attend independent and state schools in 
Glasgow. I want to change this by setting 
up activities leagues so that all 
participants have an equal likelihood of success using existing resources.  

 
2.3 In 2005, I travelled to Australia and New Zealand on a Winston Churchill 

Travelling Fellowship to see how they managed school sports.  I was 
struck that Australia had 36 national school sporting competitions while NZ 
had 42.  On further investigation I found school sporting associations in 
every other country in the Commonwealth even including Kenya, 
Zimbabwe and Botswana.   This inspired me to write a business plan to 
create a school sporting association in Scotland using ASAP as a 
spearhead.  The plan is based on a standardised five week model led by 
community volunteers.  For example, after the first week or two of training, 
team A plays B, then B plays C ending in a round robin of matches.   

 
2.4 When I returned from my fellowship, I tried to set up a football session.  

One of my coaches had National Governing Body Qualifications but the 
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other did not.  As one was unqualified we were unable to use the 
government pitches even though the one that was unqualified was a paid 
professional coach from the USA.  This meant that he was unable to 
volunteer. 

 
2.5 During the time as an engineer, I obtained all the OS digital maps of 

Scotland.  From these I was able to extract words off the map such as 
running, tennis and football.  From these digital maps I was able to identify 
all the running tracks, tennis courts and football pitches in 10 out of the 32 
local authorities (the work can be viewed on 
http://www.asapscotland.org/Council/Councils.htm).  I quickly realised that 
the tennis courts were not being utilised. 

 
3.0  ASAP 
 
3.1 Based on this evidence, I started a tennis programme.  My tennis ability is 

low, but I put in the effort and read up about how to teach the sport from 
the web.  I pulled together a tennis session in Barrhead and Maryhill.  Both 
of these locations had tennis courts that have not been used in years.  
Upon completion, participants were given questionnaires and scored the 
programme highly.   

 
3.2 In the summer of 2006, I became aware that the Kirkintilloch Tennis Club 

was closing down.  I reviewed the nearest disused tennis court and decide 
to move the resources to Milton.  With help from local volunteers, I dug up 
60 Tons of the red blasé and took down 150m of the chain link fence and 
moved them to Milton.  The council suggested that the reason that the 
tennis courts in Milton were abandoned was due to the fact that there was 
no interest in tennis in areas like Milton.  But the participants did come and 
play twice a week for five weeks.  We had matches against Barrhead and 
Milton.  As a 15 year old Wyndford resident Kyle McLaughlin said, ‘going 
to Milton was scary at first but after going a few times, it was good, 
enjoyable’.  The territorial issues surrounding areas makes it difficult for 
young teen age boys to cross territorial boundaries but we succeeded in 
overcoming this barrier by providing safe transport. 

 
3.3 Contact was made with the Director in Inverclyde and this lead to the 

development of sessions there.   The first sessions was led by a half 
dozen university and college students who travelled from Glasgow to 
Inverclyde twice a week for five weeks to run football and hockey 
programmes in three different schools.  The director was so impress that 
he joined the ASAP Board.   

 
3.4 In order to run activities in schools in Scotland well one needs to have the 

support of the director of education, the headteacher, the active schools 
manager, the active schools coordinator and the head of PE.  While we 
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enjoyed good communication with the director it was not so easy to 
establish similar communications with all of the others.  We suspect that 
some difficulty arose due to the differing strategy that we were taking to 
after school activities.  We repeated the questionnaire exercise and the 
participants highly rated the sessions. 

 
3.5 One major difference is the fact that we used coaches that receive first aid 

and child protection training as well as organisational training.  
Unfortunately this process is not accredited by NGBs.  All of our 
volunteers undergo an enhanced police check through the CRBS.   

 
3.6 When I was in NZ I spoke to the chief executive’s office of the Auckland 

School Sport Association.  He was telling me about the difficulties with the 
NGB of rugby.  He suggested that NGB should work for the benefit of the 
student’s education.  Should Auckland Sport find that the NGB’s works is 
not there mainly for educational purposes then the NGB would be 
removed by the association and would not be able to reapply for another 3 
years.  He suggested that there are potential conflict of interest between 
schools and NGBs.  NGB are mainly interested in the sport rather than the 
overall educational development of the students.   

 
3.7 Due to these complications it was decide to focus our attention on the 

community.  In 2008 we started the Arran Community Sporting Clan 
(based in the north of Glasgow).  A Clan brings together 3-5 community 
groups (e.g. schools, churches, youth clubs, colleges, etc) together, are 
named after Scottish Islands and compete in different activities, training 
twice weekly for 5 weeks led by community leaders.   

 
3.8 Our first session was football held in the Wyndford  (Maryhill) and Possil.  

The young people in these two areas again are very territorial.  But we had 
the boys form the Wyndford play Possil and the Possil lads played the 
Wyndford team in Maryhill Jrs Stadium on Easter Sunday.   

 
3.9 After the football, we wanted to run an outdoor basketball session.  

Unfortunately, the weather was inclement so we hired the local hall and 
held sessions indoors.  As there are not many indoor halls (that we knew 
of at the time) we had only a final session playing with an established club.   

 
3.10 We worked hard to get the Maryhill running track and tennis courts ready 

for the spring.  Unfortunately, the running track was not in a usable state 
and we found it difficult to utilise the tennis courts.  In the middle of June 
2008, we were made aware that COSLA had changed letting guidelines, 
transferring the risk away from local authorities and placing it firmly on the 
letting organisation.  This now results in increasing charities’ ability to 
utilise council owned resources.   
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3.11 In the Autumn of 2008 we ran three tennis programmes in Barrhead, 
Bishopbriggs and Maryhill.  The only location that failed to bring forward 
any participants was in Maryhill where there is a dedicated tennis 
development officer.  The officer was not able to support the initiative and 
cannot do so under the current strategy which requires all tennis to be 
recognised by the Lawn Tennis Association (a private ‘for profit’ business).  
In the other two locations we enjoyed up to 16 participants.  The other 
locations were supported by the local schools and the active schools 
team.  The only concern was that ASAP is a registered Scottish charity 
and East Renfrewshire and East Dunbartonshire are wealthiest authorities 
in Scotland (not an ideal location for charitable work). 

 
3.12 In 2009, we would like to run more activities in the North of Glasgow.  We 

wish to start off with football, then move on to basketball and finalised with 
athletics and tennis.  There are many ash football pitches that we can 
utilise for our sessions.  We now know of two indoor basketball courts that 
can be used within the area.  Finally, there are 6 different tennis locations 
and two running tracks (the Maryhill track is now in a usable state) that 
can be utilised.   

 
 
 
 
4.0  The Facts 
 
4.1 We have the money and the volunteers to run the sessions.  We have 

over 150 applications with over 50 through enhanced police checks.  At 
present, we lack the support of those who are paid to promote sport.  
There seems to be a general feeling that we are going against their 
strategy of having professionally qualified coaches.  Our coaches are 
trained to deliver a fit for purpose recreational activities.   

 
4.2 At times, those who are in paid positions to promote sport will only engage 

once we have paid for professional NGB qualified coaches.  For example, 
Glasgow has a tennis development officer who we would benefit from his 
reviewing our activity cards that can be viewed on:-  

 
4.3 http://www.asapscotland.org/What_Do/Events/Tennis/Cards/TennisTOC.h

tm 
 
4.5 We would like to have professionally qualified coaches but there are many 

barriers to this.  Firstly, volunteers would need to volunteer 20-30 days of 
their time to training.  Also these training sessions are only offered a few 
times a year, making it impossible to get volunteers through NGB tennis 
training by May 2009.   In addition, they would be required to find funding 
of £530 in course fees plus and additional £150 for substance and travel 
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expenses.  This will pay for one volunteer coach.  Each of our teams 
should have two coaches and we need 3-5 teams to make a league (or 
clan).  The total funding requirements and associated logistics make this 
strategy impossible.  We are aware that there are substantial numbers of 
tennis courts not being used.  We could develop activities on these courts 
should we not be constraint by the factors above.   

 
4.6 We did a cost breakdown on how much it would cost for us to achieve our 

2009 plan following the current thinking as illustrated below:- 
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4.7 The black illustrates the cost associated using NGB strategy, while the 

green follows a more recreational ideology.    It can be seen that the NGB 
strategy is roughly ten times the cost. 

 
4.8 More important is the effectiveness of this strategy.  We suggest that a 

good indicator that the current NGB strategy is ineffective is the results 
reported in Active Schools Network: Evaluation Year Three report.    

 

4.9 This graph (above) was taken from that report.  It illustrates that the rate at 
which children are participating in sport and physical recreation at least 
once a month (peak months) is lower than that from 1998.  This is 
particularly true of 12-15 year olds.   
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4.10 Furthermore, the next graph (above) illustrates a summary of secondary 

school participation rates.  It is clear that over the three years the active 
schools programme has been running, participation rates have reduced.  
This can be highlighted with the average time spent active as well as the 
percentage of students who participate in after school cubs.  We believe 
that there is a correlation between these results and what we have 
experienced.   

 
4.11 When asked what qualifications I have to run these sessions.  I answer 

just as much if not more than my colleagues who run similar programmes 
in Australia, Canada and New Zealand.   

 
4.12 My oldest friend has the USA 24 hour running record (163 miles).  He told 

me that ‘professional athletes need professional coaches; amateur 
athletes need amateur coaches’.  While he is a professional runner, his 
coach has no professional qualifications.   

 
4.13 When I asked Sports Leaders UK could Brad Gilbert (former coach of 

Andy Murray) coach tennis in Maryhill?  They responded not without an 
UK level 2 coaching qualification. 

 
4.14 NGB have a dominate position within the market.  Recreational activities 

fall out with this market.  We are keen to provide pathways for club 
development to the elite sportsman.  However, ASAP focuses its attention 
on basic recreational activities that are currently not being provided 
(particularly in socially deprived areas).   

 
4.15 ASAP trains community leaders to deliver recreational activities on a 

volunteer basis.  It follows all required regulatory and policy documents. 
 
4.17 We have consulted lawyers, insurance brokers and sporting professionals 

about potential safety issues.  To date we have found no evidence for 
concern. 

 
 
5.0  Conclusion 
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5.1 It is accepted that we need more activities available for young people.  For 

health and community reasons meeting this need is urgent.  The present 
strategy allows NGBs to develop club and elite sporting opportunities.  
However, this strategy constrains the development of grassroot recreational 
activities by requiring volunteers to gain costly NGB level 2 qualifications.  We 
believe that a different type of training is more applicable for the non elite 
participant that desires recreational activities.  We believe that ASAP can help 
provide the required training and volunteering resources to meet these needs. 
 
Stephen Koepplinger 
Secretary  
ASAP 

    21 November 2008 
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